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ON ORDERED HYPERSPACES

By Y. S. PARK AND W. T. PARK

O. Introduction

In [lJ, Choe and the first author introduced the concept of an ordered
hyperspace and showed that a regularly ordered C-space with a semicontinuous
order can be embedded into a bounded topological semilattice.

In this paper, we will investigate relationships between an ordered
topological space and its ordered hyperspace, and between continuous increasing
functions on ordered topological spaces and continuous increasing set-valued
functions on ordered hyperspaces, which reduce the corresponding results of
topological spaces whenever given the order is discrete ([3J, [5J). Let (X, S;;)

be a partially ordered set and A a subset of X; then we write
d(A) = {yE X: yS;; x for some xE A},
i(A)={yEX: xS;;y for some xEA}.

In particular, if A is a singleton, say {x}, then we write d(x) (resp. i(x»
instead of d ( {x}) (resp. i ( {x} ». A subset A of X is said to be decreasing
(resp. increasing) if A=d(A) (resp. A=i(A». The order is called discrete
if x S;; y only when x = y. By an ordered topological space we mean a set X
endowed with both a topology ?5 and a partial order S;;.

For an ordered topological space (X, 75, S;;), let
1/ = {UE75 : U = i ( U) l. .12 = {U E (0 : U = d ( U ) },

then 11 and .12 are evidently topologies for X, which are called the upper,
lower topologies respectively ([7J). We say that an ordered topological
space X is convex if X has a subbase consisting of the sets in 1/ and.l2, or
equivalently, if every open sets in X can be written as the intersection of
an open decreasing set and an open increasing set ([6J).

The order is lower (upper) semicontinuous provided, x:1 y (y:S;; :r) in X,
there is an open set U with x E U, such that if u E U then u::t y (Y:1 u) .
The order is semicontinuous if it is both upper and lower semicontinuous. It
is continuous provided, whenever x:ty in X, there are open sets U and V,
xE U and yE V, such that if uE U and vE V, then u:1v.

For general topological background and terminology, we refer to [3J and
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for ordered topological spaces to [6J, [8J.

1. Relationships between an ordered topological space and its ordered
hyperspace

The concepts of an ordered hyperspace was introduced by [lJ as follows.
Let (X, 79, ~) be an ordered topological space. Let D (X) denote the set of
all closed, decreasing subsets of X, For a subset A of X, we let

reA) = {FED(X) : F~A}.
Consequently,

D(X)-r(X-A) = {FED(X) : FnA=F0}.
Let 79* be the smallest topology on D(X) generated by the family {r(U)

: U is an open decreasing subset of X} U {D (X) - r (X- U) : U is an open
increasing subset of X}.

We shall use the following notational convention. For subsets Ao, AI> ...,
An of X, we let

n

B(Ao;AI> ..., An) =r(Ao) n (D(X) -r(X-Ai»
i=l

= {FED(X) : F~Ao and FnAi =F0 for all i=1,2, ...,n}.
Using this notation, the sets B(Uo; Ub •••, Un), where Uo is an open
decreasing and Ub ••• , Un are open increasing in X, form an open base of
D (X). Hence (D{X) , 79*, ~) is an ordered topological space, where ~ is
the set inclusion relation.

REMARKS 1. (1) Dually, we can define an ordered hyperspace (l(X) , 79*,
~) where leX) denotes the set of all closed increasing subsets of X and 79*
is the smallest topology on leX) generated by the family {r(U) : U is an
open increasing subset of X} U {I (X) - r (X - U) : U is an open decreasing
subset of X}. [lJ

(2) If A is a closed decreasing (resp. closed increasing) subset of X, then
reA) (resp. D(X) -r(X-A» is closed decreasing (resp. closed increasing)
in D(X).

(3) Only nonempty basic open, increasing sets in D(X) are of the form
B(X; Ub ••• , Un), where Ub •••, Un are open increasing sets in X. Dually, only
nonempty basic open, decreasing sets in D (X) are of the form r (U), where
U is open decreasing in X. Hence D (X) is a convex ordered topological
space.

(4) If given the order on X is discrete, then D(X), leX) are the
hyperspace of X([3J, [5J) and D(X) =1(X).

PROPOSITION 2. Let X be an ordered topological space with a lower
semicontinuous order. Then the family {d(F) : F is a finite subset of X} is a
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dense subset of D (X).

Proof. Let B(Uo; Uh ••• , Un) be a non-empty basic open set in D(X).
Then there exists an AED(X) such that As;;; Uo and An Ui;:f= 0 for each i=
1, 2, ..., n. Choosing xoE Uo and XiEA nUi for each i and letting K= {xo,
Xl> ••• , xn}, we have d(K) EB(Uo; Ui, ... , Un). Thus {d(F) : F is a finite
subset of X} is dense in D (X).

LEMMA 3. Let X be an ordered topological space with an upper semicontinuous
order and A a subset of X. Then the family {GED(X) : Af;;G} is closed in
D(X).

Proof. It is easy to see that
D(X) - {GED(X) : AS;;;G} = U {GED(X) : GS;;;X-i(x)}.

xEA

Since the order is upper semicontinuous, X - i (x) is open, decreasing. Thus
{GED(X) : Gf;;X-i(x)} is open and hence {GED(X) : As;;;G} is closed.

THEOREM 4. Let X be an ordered topological space with a semicontinuous
order. Then D (X) is an ordered topological space with the semicontinuous order.

Proof. Let KED(X). Then d(K) =r(K) and i(K) = {GED(X) : Kf;;G}.
It follows from Remark 1 and Lemma 3 that d(K) and i(K) are closed.
Hence the order is semicontinuous.

DEFINITION 5. (McCartan [4J) An ordered topological space X is said to
be lower (upper) regularly ordered if and only if for each decreasing
(increasing) closed set G t;; X and each element x t'i- G, there exist disjoint
open neighborhoods U of x and V of G such that U is increasing
(decreasing) and V is decreasing (increasing) in X. It is said to be
regularly ordered if it is both lower and upper regularly ordered.

THEOREM 6. Let X be an ordered topological space with a lower semicontinuous
order. Then X is lower regularly ordered if and only if D (X) is an ordered
topological space with the continuous order.

Proof. (::=::» Let G, KED(X) with GCZK. Then there exists an xEG such
that xt'i-K. Since X is lower regularly ordered, there are disjoint open
increasing neighborhood U of x and open decreasing neighborhood V of K
in X. It is easy to show that r (V) is an open decreasing neighborhood of
K and B (X; U) is an open increasing neighborhood of G in D (X) such
that r (V) nB (X; U) = 0. Thus the order on D (X) is continuous.

(<==) Let xEX and let G be a decreasing closed set with xt'i-G. Then
G Ud(x) CZG. Let B l and B2 be disjoint open decreasing neighborhood of G
and open increasing neighborhood of G Ud(x) in D(X) respectively. Then
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there are basic open sets B (Uo; Ub •••, Um) and B (Vo; Vb .••, Vn) such
that GEB(Uo; Ub .•., Um) r;;;;,B1 and G Ud(x) EB(Vo; Vb •.• , V n) r;;;;,B2• It
follows that there exists an j(l-::;;'j-::;;'n) such that xE V j and UonVonV j =
0. Since G r;;;;, UonVo, X is lower regularly ordered.

DEFINITION 7. (Priestley [7J) (1) An ordered topological space X is called
an Ci-space (resp. Ca-space) if, whenever a subset G of X is closed i(G)
(resp. d(G» is closed. If X is both, then X is called a C-space.

(2) An ordered topological space X is called an Ii-space (resp. la-space)
if, whenever a subset U of X is open, so is i (U) (resp. d (U) ) . If X is
both an I i and la-space, it is called an I-space.

PROPOSITION 8. Let X be an Ci-space. If X is lower regularly ordered.
then {(K, L) ED(X) XD(X) : Kr;;;;,L} and {(x, K) EXXD(X) : xEK} are
closed in D(X) XD(X), respectively in XXD(X).

Proof. Let (K, L) ED(X) XD(X) with KrzL; then there is an xEK
such that x$.L. Hence there exist an open increasing neighborhood U of x
and an open decreasing neighborhood V of L such that un V = 0. It follows
that i(tJ) nL=0 and Lr;;;;,X-i(tJ). Thus

{(K, L) : Kr;£L} = U ({K : UnKi= 0} X {L : Lr;;;;,X-i(tJ)}).
u

Since X is an Ci-space, X-i(tJ) is an open decreasing set. Hence, t(K, L):
KrzL} is open. It follows that {(K, L) ED(X) XD(X) : Kr;;;;,L} is closed
in D(X) XD(X). Similarly, {(x, K) EXXD(X) : xEK} is closed in XX
D(X).

THEOREM 9. Let X be an Ii-space with a lower semicontinuous order. If
{(x, X) EXXD(X) : xEK} is closed in XXD(X), then X is lower regularly
ordered.

Proof. Let K be a closed decreasing set of X and let x$K. Let G=XX
D(X) - {(y, F) EXXD(X) : yEF}. Then G is an open neighborhood of (x, X).
Hence there exists an open set U of X, an open set B (Vo; Vb"" Vn)

of D(X) such that (x, K) E UXB(Vo; Vb •••, Vn) r;;;;,G. It follows that
un Vo= 0. Hence we have i(U) nVo= 0. Hence we have i(U) n Vo= 0.
Since xEi(U) and Kr;;;;, Vo, X is clearly lower regularly ordered.

DEFINITION 10. (Nachbin [6J) An ordered topological space X is said to
be normally ordered if for every two disjoint closed subsets Fo and F1 of X
such that Fo is decreasing and F1 is increasing, then there exist two disjoint
open sets Uo and U1 such that Uo contains Fo and is decreasing, and U1

contains F1 and is increasing.
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THEOREM 11. Let X be an ordered topological space with semicontinuous order.
Then X is normally ordered £f and only £f the set {(K, L) E D(X) XI(X) :
K nL= 0} is open in D(X) XI(X).

Proof. (==::?) Assume that X is normally ordered. Then we have
{(K, L) : KnL= 0} = U {(K, L) : Kc;;, U and Le;;;. V}

unv=.p

= U(r(U) xr(V»,
unv=.p

where U is open decreasing and V is open increasing In X. Since r(U)
and reV) are open in D(X) and leX) respectively, {(K, L) ED(X) XI
(X) : KnL=0} is open in D(X)XI(X) ..

(~) Let Fo ad F1 be two disjoint closed subsets of X such that Fo is
decreasing and F1 is increasing. Then (Fo, F1) E {(K, L) ED(X) XI(X) : K
nL = 0}, and hence there exist basic open sets Bo(Uo; U1> ..•, Um) and B 1

(Vo; Vh .•• , V n) in D (X) and leX) respectively, such that (Fo, F1) E Bo
(Uo; U1, ••• , Um)XB1 (Vo; VI' ... , Vn)e;;;. {(K, L) : KnL=0}. It is easy to
show that Uon Vo= 0. Since Foe;;;. Uo and FIe;;;. Vo, X is normally ordered.

REMARK 12. In the previous results, if given the order on X is discrete,
then they reduce the corresponding ones of topological spaces ([3J, [5J).

DEFINITION 13. (Priestly [7J) Let (X, 75, :::;;) be an ordesed. topological
space and Y a subset of X. Then an ordered topological space (Y, @I Y, :::;; y)
is called an order suhspace of (X, 75, :::;;) if U I Y, .121 Y coincide with the
upper, lower topologies of (Y, 751 Y, :::;; y), where 751 Y is the induced
topology, ~ y is the induced order, and 11, .12 are upper, lower topologies
of X, respectively.

Let (2 X, 7:) be an hyperspace of a topological space (X, (5). Then (2X ,

7:, G) is an ordered topological space, where e;;;. is the set inclusion order.
In the following, we will show that (D(X), 75*, e;;;.) is an order subspace of
(2X , 7:, e;;;.) under some conditions of (X, @, :::;;).

LEMMA 14. Let (X, 75, :::;;) be a compact ordered space and an l;-space.
Then 75*=7:ID(X).

Proof. Let B be a nonempty basic open in 7:ID(X). Then there exists a
basic open set B(Uo; Uh ••• , Un) in 7: such that B=B(Uo; Uh ••• , Un) nD(X).
Let FEB. Then Fc;;, Uo and Fn Ui * 0 for each £=1, 2, ..., n. Since
X is compact ordered, there exists an open decreasing neighborhood Vo of
F with FG Voe;;;. Uo. It is easy to see that FEB(Vo; £(U1), ••• , £(Un»GB
and B(Vo; i(U1), ••• , i(Un» is a basic open set in 75*. Thus BE75*.

REMARKS 15. (1) Let (X,75, :::;;) be a compact ordered space and an la-space.
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Then 7O*='Z"II(X).
(2) The hypothesis of compactness in Lemma 14 is essential. For example,

let N be the natural numbers with the discrete topology and the usual order.
Then 7O*~7OID(N).

LEMMA 16. Let (X, 70, s) be a compact ordered space. Then D (X) = {FE
2x : F=d(F)} is closed in (2X , z-).

Proof. Let f be the identity function on 2x. Define a function g : 2x - 2x

by g(F) =d(F) for each FE 2x. Then g is continuous. Indeed, it is
sufficient to show that a function h: 2x - D(X) defined by h(F) =d(F)
is continuous. To see continuity of h, let FE2X and B(Uo; Uh ••• , Un) be
a basic open neighborhood of h(F) in D(X). It follows that B(Uo; Uh ••• ,

Un) is an open neighborhood of Fin 2x and h[B(Uo; Uh ••• , Un)J~B(Uo;

Uh ••• , Un)' Hence h is continuous. Since {FE2x : F=d(F)} . {FE2x : f
(F)=g(F)}, the set D(X) is clearly closed in (2X , z-).

THEOREM 17. Let (X, 70, .s) be a compact ordered space and an Ii-space.
Then (D(X), 70*, ~) is an order subspace of (2X , z-, ~).

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 14 and 16, and Proposition 5 of [7J.

COROLLARY 18. ([lJ) Let (X, 70, s) be a compact zero-dimensional I-space
with continuous order. Then (D (X), 76*, U) is a compact zero-dimensional
semilattice, where U is the set union.

REMARKS 19. (1) Let (X, 70, .s) be a compact ordered space and an la
space. Then (l(X) , 76*,~) is an order subspace of (2X, 'Z", ~).

(2) Let (X, 76, .s) be a compact zero-dimensional I-space with continuous
order. Then (D(X), 76*, ~) is a compact zero-dimensional ordered space.

2. Increasing continuous set-valued function

In this section, we will investigate relationships between continuous
increasing functions on ordered topological spaces and continuous increasing
set-valued functions on ordered hyperspaces.

THEOREM 20. Let Y be an ordered topological space and let X be an ordered
topological space with a lower semicontinuous order. Let f: Y - X be a
continuous increasing function. Define F: Y - D(X) by F(y)=d(j(y» for
each yE Y. Then F is a continuous increasing function.

Proof. Clearly F is increasing. To show the continuity of F, let B(Uo; Ul ,

..., Un) be a basic open neighborhood of d (f (y) ) . Then d (f (y) ) ~ Uo and
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d(j(y)) n U;=I=- 0 for each i=l, 2, ..., n. It follows that j(y) E U; for all i=
0, 1, ..., n. Let

•
U=Doj-l(U;).

Then It IS easy to see that U is an open neighborhood of y and F( U) ~B
( Uo; U1, ... , U,,). Thus F is continuous.

THEOREM 21. Let X be an ordered topological space and let Y be an C
space. Let j: X ~ Y be acontinuous, closed and increasing junction. Define
H: D(X) ~ D(Y) by H(F)=d(j(F)) for each FED(X). Then H is a
continuous, increasing junction.

Prooj. Let FE D (X) and let B (Uo; Ub ..., Un) be a basic open neighbor
hood of H(F) in D(Y). It follows that Fe;;;. j-l(UO) and Fnj-l(U;) =I=- 0 for
each i=l, 2, ... , n. Since j is continuous, increasing, j-l(UO) is open
decreasing and j-l(U;) is open increasing for all i=l, 2, ..., n. Hence B
(j-l(UO); j-1(U1), , j-l(U,,)) is an open neighborhood of F and H(B
(j-l(UO); j-l(U1), , j-l(U,,)) ~B(Uo; Uh ... , U,,). Thus H is continuous;
moreover, H is clearly increasing.

REMARK 22. If given the order in Theorem 20 and 21 is discrete, then
they reduce the corresponding results of topological spaces ([3J, [5J).
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